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Let A=(A1 , ..., An) and (B1 , ..., Bn) be n-tuples of bounded linear operators on
a Banach space E. The corresponding elementary operator EA, B is the map S [
ni=1 A iSB i on L(E ), and Ea, b denotes the induced operator s [ 
n
i=1 ai sbi on the
Calkin algebra C(E )=L(E )K(E ). Here t=T+K(E ) for T # L(E ). We establish
that if E has a 1-unconditional basis, then
dist (Ea, b , W(C(E )))=&Ea, b&dist (EA, B , W(L(E ))),
for all elementary operators EA, B on L(E ), where W( } ) stands for the weakly
compact operators. There is equality throughout if E=l p, 1<p<. Our results
extend and improve a corresponding structural result of Apostol and Fialkow
(Canad. J. Math. 38 (1986), 14851524), which they proved for E=l2 using the
non-commutative Weylvon Neumann theorem due to Voiculescu. By contrast, our
arguments are based on subsequence techniques from Banach space theory. As a
byproduct we obtain a positive answer to the generalized FongSourour conjecture
for a large class of Banach spaces. We also explicitly compute the norm of the
generalized derivation s [ as&sb on C(l2) (this improves a result due to Fong)
and show that the resulting formula fails to hold on C(l p).  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Suppose that E is a Banach space and let A=(A1 , ..., An), B=(B1 , ..., Bn)
be n-tuples of bounded linear operators on E. The corresponding elementary
operator EA, B on L(E ) is the operator
S [ :
n
i=1
AiSB i .
The induced elementary operator Ea, b on the Calkin algebra C(E )=L(E )
K(E ) is defined by s [ ni=1 aisb i , where the quotient elements are
denoted by lower case letters so that s=S+K(E ). Here K(E ) stands for
the compact operators on E. Elementary operators occur in a wide variety
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of situations and this natural class of operators has been intensively studied
from various points of view. For instance, spectra of elementary operators
have been considered in numerous papers since the 1950s. We only mention
here the work of Curto and Fialkow [7], Eschmeier [8], and Mathieu [23].
Connections between the Haagerup tensor norm and the completely bounded
norm of elementary operators on some C*-algebras have been established
by (among others) Haagerup [13], Smith [30], Chatterjee and Sinclair
[4], Ara and Mathieu [2], Chatterjee and Smith [5], and Magajna [22].
Fong and Sourour [12] conjectured that there are no non-zero compact
elementary operators Ea, b on C(l
2). Their conjecture was proved independ-
ently by Apostol and Fialkow [1] and Magajna [21]. Theorem 4.1 of [1]
establishes the remarkable ‘‘isometric’’ result that
&Ea, b : C(l2)  C(l2)&=dist(Ea, b , K(C(l2))) (1.1)
for all n-tuples A and B of L(l2). Magajna’s algebraic approach provides
no norm estimates, but his ideas imply in addition that there are no non-
zero weakly compact elementary operators on C(l p) for 1<p<; see
[21, p. 202]. Subsequently Mathieu [24, 3.6] found a C*-algebraic approach
also yielding that there are no non-zero weakly compact elementary operators
on C(l2). In another direction, the recent works of Magajna [22, 3.1] and
Ara and Mathieu [2, 3.7] yield that &Ea, b &=&Ea, b&cb=& a i bi&h holds
on C(l2), where & }&cb is the completely bounded norm and & }&h is the
Haagerup tensor norm. We refer here to [6, 10 and 31] for nice surveys
of further properties of elementary operators.
Structural and metric properties of the elementary operators EA, B and
Ea, b are considerably less understood in the Banach space setting (even for
classical Banach spaces E ). Our main results (Theorem 3 and Corollary 4)
extend the ApostolFialkow identity (1.1) to the case of Banach spaces E
with a 1-unconditional basis. Our argument actually yields a more general
result,
dist(Ea, b , W(C(E )))=&Ea, b&dist(EA, B , W(L(E ))), (1.2)
where W( } ) stands for the weakly compact operators. Hence weakly com-
pact operators provide a natural setting for these results also for a large
class of Banach spaces. Surprisingly enough there is equality throughout
(1.2) in the special case E=l p, 1<p<, (Theorem 7). This fact is new
even for E=l2. If E has an unconditional basis with unconditional basis
constant C>1 we get inequalities corresponding to (1.2) that involve
constants depending on C (Theorem 3). We thus obtain a quantitative
solution of the FongSourour conjecture that applies, for instance, to
E=L p(0, 1) with 1<p<. These results provide new insights concerning
the size and structure of elementary operators on classical Banach spaces.
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Our proof is based on classical block basis techniques from Banach
space theory and it differs crucially from the earlier approaches also when
E=l2. The argument of Apostol and Fialkow has a strong Hilbert space
flavour, since it uses Voiculescu’s non-commutative version of the Weyl
von Neumann theorem in an essential manner. By contrast, our argument
demonstrates that (1.1) depends on the existence of a sufficiently rich
structure in the set of projections on E.
It appears difficult to compute the precise norms of arbitrary elementary
operators and most formulas concern rather special cases. In Section 4 we
extend identities for quotient norms due to Fong [11] and the first-named
author [27] to generalized derivations S [ AS&SB on L(l2). It is verified
by examples in Section 5 that the resulting identities fail to hold already in
L(l p) (1<p<, p{2) or for restrictions to Banach ideals of L(l2). Our
examples are infinite-dimensional modifications of those due to Johnson
[15] and Fialkow [9], that concern the norms of derivations on L(l p)
and on Banach ideals of L(l2).
We are indebted to J. Eschmeier for pointing out a gap in our original
proof of Theorem 10.
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS
Let E be a (real or complex) Banach space and suppose that A # L(E )
is a bounded linear operator. Let LA and RA stand for the corresponding
left and right multiplication operators on L(E ) defined through LA(S )=
AS and RA(S )=SA for S # L(E ). Any two n-tuples A=(A1 ,..., An) and
B=(B1 ,..., Bn) of bounded operators on E determine an elementary operator
EA, B : L(E )  L(E ) by the formula
EA, B= :
n
j=1
LAj RBj .
The elementary operators on L(E ) are thus the elements of the subalgebra
of L(L(E )) generated by the left and right multiplications LA and RB with
arbitrary A, B # L(E ). Particular instances include the two-sided multipli-
cations LA RB : S [ ASB and the generalized derivations
DA, B=LA&RB : S [ AS&SB
for fixed A, B # L(E ). The inner derivation determined by A # L(E ) is
DA=DA, A .
The Calkin algebra C(E )=L(E )K(E ) is equipped with the essential
norm &S&e=dist(S, K(E )). Set BE=[x # E : &x&1]. Recall that an
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operator S # L(E ) is weakly compact, denoted S # W(E ), if the image SBE
of the unit ball of E is relatively compact in the weak topology of E. The
corresponding weak Calkin algebra is W(E )=L(E )W(E ) equipped with
the weak essential norm &S&w=dist(S, W(E )).
The elementary operator EA, B : L(E )  L(E ) induces the elementary
operator Ea, b on the Calkin algebra C(E ) by
Ea, bs= :
n
j=1
ajsb j
for s # C(E ). Above (and subsequently) we also use the convenient notation
s=S+K(E ) # C(E ) for S # L(E ), so that also &s&=&S&e by definition.
Our standard references for notions and basic facts concerning Banach
spaces are [20] and [33]. We briefly recall some relevant concepts. Let E
be a Banach space with a Schauder basis (ek). The natural basis projections
(Pk) and (Qk) on E are defined by
Pk \ :

j=1
ajej+= :
k
j=1
a je j , Qk=I&Pk
for j=1 ajej # E and k # N. The basis constant of (ek) is supn&Pn&.
The basis (ek) is unconditional if j=1 *j ajej converges in E whenever
j=1 aj ej # E and (*j) # l
. The unconditional basis constant of (ek) is
C=sup[&M%& : %=(%j) # [&1, 1]N], (2.1)
where M% # L(E ) is the diagonal operator taking j=1 aj ej # E to
j=1 %j ajej . The basis (ek) is 1-unconditional if C=1. If (ek) is an uncondi-
tional basis of E, then to any A/N there corresponds a bounded projection
PA on E,
PA \ :

j=1
aj ej+= :j # A ajej
for j=1 ajej # E. Clearly sup[&PA& : A/N]C. We denote P]t, r]=Pr&Pt
for integers t, r # N with tr.
We state for convenience two simple lemmas that are repeatedly used in
the remainder of the paper.
Lemma 1. Suppose that E is a Banach space with a basis. Then, as m  ,
PmT  T, TPm  T, and PmTPm  T
in the strong operator topology for each T # L(E ).
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Proof. The first two claims are evident and the third is seen from
&PmTPmx&Tx&sup
n
&Pn& &T& &Pm x&x&+&Pm Tx&Tx&. K
Lemma 2. Let E be a Banach space and S # L(E ).
(i) For any normalized weak-null sequence (xn) of E one has that
&S&elim sup
n  
&Sxn&.
(ii) If E has a basis such that &Qk&=1 for all k, then
&S&e= lim
n  
&QnS&.
Proof. (i) Let K # K(E ) be arbitrary. Observe that &Kxn&  0 as n  ,
since the sequence (Kxn) is weakly null and precompact. Consequently
&S&K&lim supn   (&Sxn&&&Kxn&)=lim supn   &Sxn&.
(ii) Let K # K(E ) be arbitrary. Note that
lim
n  
&QnK&= lim
n  
sup
x # BE
&(I&Pn) Kx&=0,
since the set KBE is relatively compact. Deduce that &S&K&lim supn  
&Qn S&. The conclusion follows by noting that &S&e=&QnS&e&QnS& for
all n # N, because S&QnS is a finite rank operator. K
Recall finally that the sequence space c0 has the DunfordPettis property,
that is, &Sxn &  0 as n   whenever F is a Banach space, S : c0  F is a
weakly compact operator and (xn) is a weak null-sequence of c0 , see
[33, III.C.9].
3. THE APOSTOLFIALKOW FORMULA FOR BANACH SPACES
WITH 1-UNCONDITIONAL BASIS
The main purpose of this section is to establish a far-reaching extension
of the ApostolFialkow identity (1.1) to Banach spaces with a 1-uncondi-
tional basis. More generally, we study the relations between the three
(quotient) norms &EA, B&w , &Ea, b& and &Ea, b&w for elementary operators
EA, B under suitable conditions on the underlying Banach space.
We begin by proving basic estimates between these norms for Banach
spaces with an unconditional basis. We get as a by-product a positive
answer to the FongSourour conjecture under quite general circumstances.
Our methods yield a new proof of (1.1) in the Hilbert space case. Our
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argument is somewhat technical and not much simpler even for l2, but it
does not require strong prerequisites (such as Voiculescu’s theorem) and it
applies to a large class of Banach spaces. Moreover, we obtain new results
also for E=l2 (see Theorem 7). The earlier approaches do not seem to
extend to the Banach space setting.
Recall here that classical Banach spaces having an unconditional basis
include the sequence spaces l p(1p<), c0 , Lorentz and Orlicz sequence
spaces, and function spaces such as L p(1<p<) and H1, for instance.
Theorem 3. Suppose that E is a Banach space with an unconditional
basis (ek) and with unconditional constant C defined by (2.1). Let EA, B be an
arbitrary elementary operator on L(E ) with the associated elementary
operator Ea, b # L(C(E )). Then
&Ea, b : C(E )  C(E )&wC&4 &Ea, b : C(E )  C(E )& (3.1)
and
&EA, B : L(E )  L(E )&wC&4 &Ea, b : C(E )  C(E )&. (3.2)
Proof. We first reduce the problem to the case C=1, since this is
technically convenient. Suppose that we have already established the claims
in the case C=1. If C>1, renorm E by
|x|= sup
% # [&1, 1]N
&M%x&, x # E,
where M% (j=1 aj ej)=

j=1 %jaje j . By definition (ek) is a 1-unconditional
basis of (E, | } | ). Clearly &x&|x|C &x& for x # E and a simple calcula-
tion yields C&1 &T&|T |C &T& for T # L(E ). The same estimates carry
over to the essential norm, so that (with self-evident notation) C&1 &t&
|t|C &t& for t # C(E ). Deduce further that C&2 &8&|8|C2 &8&, for
8 # L(C(E )) and that analogous estimates hold for the weak essential
norm on C(E ). Hence
&Ea, b&wC&2 |Ea, b | w=C &2 |Ea, b |C&4 &Ea, b &
by assumption. The argument for (3.2) is similar.
We hence assume for the rest of the proof that the unconditional basis
constant of (ek) equals 1 and we denote the norm on E by & }&. Write
a=(a1 , ..., an) and b=(b1 , ..., bn), where ai=Ai+K(E ) and bi=Bi+K(E )
for A1 , ..., An , B1 , ..., Bn # L(E ). We may assume by scaling that &Ea, b&=1,
and we are required to show that &Ea, b&w1 and &EA, B&w1. Suppose
that =>0 is arbitrary. We shall construct T # L(E ) and a sequence (Xi)
/L(E ), such that
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1=&T&e&T&<1+=, (3.3)
1=&Xj&e=&Xj&, j # N, (3.4)
sup
i
|* i |" :

i=1
* i Xi"e " :

i=1
*i Xi"2 supi |*i | (3.5)
for all (*i) # c0 and
&EA, B(TXj)&e1&=, j # N. (3.6)
Before we establish (3.3)(3.6) we verify that these conditions imply the
desired inequalities (3.1) and (3.2). Suppose that V # W(C(E )) is arbitrary.
We claim that &Ea, b&V&1. Assume that =>0 and choose T # L(E ) and
(Xk)/L(E ) so that conditions (3.3)(3.6) hold. Write t=T+K(E ),
xi=Xi+K(E ) for all i. Property (3.5) implies that the subspace H=
[xi : i # N] is isomorphic to c0 , where (xi) corresponds to the natural basis
of c0 . Hence (x i) is a weak-null sequence in C(E ). The DunfordPettis
property of H yields that V(txi)  0 in norm as i  , since VLt | H is
weakly compact. We obtain that
&Ea, b&V&lim sup
i  
&Ea, b(tx i)&V(txi)&lim sup
i  
&Ea, b(tx i)&1&=
in view of (3.6) and the fact that &tx i&1 according to (3.3) and (3.4).
This yields (3.1) with C=1 since =>0 was arbitrary.
The verification of (3.2) is quite similar, by applying the DunfordPettis
property of [Xi : i # N] in L(E ) and the estimate &TXi&1+= for i # N.
We proceed to establish (3.3)(3.6). The assumption &Ea, b&=1 gives
T # L(E ) satisfying 1=&T&e&T&<1+= (hence (3.3) holds) and
&EA, B(T)&e>1&=8. (3.7)
We next select increasing sequences (mj) and (nj) of natural numbers and
normalized sequences ( yj)/E and ( yj*)/E* such that the following
properties are satisfied (with the notations Uk=P]mk , nk]=Pnk&Pmk for
k # N):
(i) 0=m1<n1<m2<n2 } } } ;
(ii) Qk*yk*= yk* for all k # N;
(iii) ( yk* , EA, B(TUk) yk) 1&=2 for all k # N;
(iv) |( yk* , EA, B(TUl) yk) |=2&l&k for all k, l # N with k{l.
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The proof of the desired selection is by induction. In order to start, set
m1=0 (we follow the convention that P0=0). Observe that (3.7) yields
&Q1 EA, B(T )&&Q1EA, B(T )&e=&EA, B(T )&e>1&=8.
Consequently we may fix elements y1 # E and x* # E* with &y1 &=1=
&x*& and
(x*, Q1 EA, B(T ) y1) =(Q1*x*, EA, B(T ) y1) >1&=4.
We set y1*=Q1*x*&Q1*x*&, so that Q1*y1*= y1* and
( y1*, EA, B(T) y1)>1&=4,
since &Qk&=&Qk*&=1 for all k by assumption. Finally, we choose n1>m1
so that
( y1*, EA, B(TPn1 ) y1)>1&=2.
This is possible since
EA, B(TPn1) y1= :
n
j=1
AjT(Pn1 Bjy1),
where PsBjy1  Bjy1 in norm for all j=1, ..., n as s  . Consequently
conditions (ii) and (iii) are satisfied for k=1.
Assume next that indices m1<n1< } } } <ms<ns and normalized elements
yj* # E* and yj # E ( j=1, ..., s) have been found satisfying conditions (i)(iv).
We first fix ms+1>ns large enough so that
sup
1 js
:
n
l=1
&Qms+1 Bl yj&<
=2&1&2s
(1+=)(max1rn &Ar &+1)
.
This implies that
sup
1 js
:
n
l=1
&P]ms+1, t]B lyj &<
=2&1&2s
(1+=)(max1rn&Ar &+1)
. (3.8)
for all t>ms+1 since P]ms+1 , t]=P]ms+1 , t] Qms+1 . Condition (3.8) yields
|( yk* , EA, B(TP]ms+1 , t]) yk) |<=2
&2s&1, k=1, ..., s,
which shows that our choice of ms+1 forces condition (iv) to hold for
l=s+1 and all k=1, ..., s irrespective of our subsequent choices of ns+1
(and ys+1 , y*s+1).
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Denote
D= .
n
j=1
.
s
k=1
(A jTUk Bj) BE .
The set D is relatively compact in E since the operators Uk have finite rank.
Consequently a straightforward approximation yields an index u0 # N such
that
sup
x # D
&Qux&<
=
n22s+1
whenever uu0 . In particular,
|( y*, EA, B(T Uk) y) |<=2&2s&1
holds for indices k=1, ..., s and for all normalized elements y # E, y* # E*
satisfying Q*u0 y*= y*. Thus condition (iv) holds for k=s+1 and l=1, ..., s
whenever y*s+1 is chosen so that Q*u0y*s+1= y*s+1 and &y*s+1&=1.
Denote u=max(u0 , s+1) and note that EA, B(T )&Qu EA, B(TQms+1) is a
finite rank operator so that
&Qu EA, B(TQms+1)&e=&EA, B(T )&e>1&=4.
Thus we may pick normalized elements ys+1 # E and x* # E* so that
(Qu*x*, EA, B(TQms+1) ys+1)=(x*, QuEA, B(TQms+1) ys+1) >1&=4.
We set y*s+1=Qu*x*&Qu*x*& in order to obtain
( y*s+1 , EA, B(TQms+1) ys+1)1&=4
with Q*s+1y*s+1= y*s+1 . This ensures condition (ii) for k=s+1. Finally,
since
lim
t  
P]ms+1 , t]Bj ys+1= limt  
PtQms+1 Bjys+1=Qms+1 B jys+1
for each j=1,..., n, we may choose ns+1>ms+1 large enough so that
( y*s+1 , EA, B(T P]ms+1 , ns+1]) ys+1) 1&=2.
This yields condition (iii) for k=s+1 and thus the induction step is
complete.
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We are now in position to define the sequence (Xi) of L(E ). Fix a disjoint
partition N=i=1 Ai into infinite sets Ai . Let Bi=k # Ai [mk+1,
mk+2, ..., nk] and set
Xi=PBi
for all i # N. We recall the standard fact that for any diagonal operator M*
(with respect to the basis (ek)) it holds that
&M*&=sup
j
|* j | (3.9)
for real *=(*j) # l, since the unconditional basis constant is 1. Moreover,
by applying this separately to the real and imaginary parts of * we obtain
for arbitrary * # l that
sup
j
|*j |&M* &2 sup
j
|*j |. (3.10)
One verifies directly from (3.10) and Lemma 2.ii that
sup
j
|*j |" :

i=1
* i Xi"e " :

i=1
*i Xi"2 supj |*j | (3.11)
for all (*j) # l, using the fact that the sets Bi are infinite and disjoint. In
particular, (3.9) and (3.11) give &Xi &e=&Xi&=1 for all i # N. This estab-
lishes (3.4) and (3.5).
There remains to verify (3.6). Fix k # N and enumerate Ak=[k1 , k2 , ...].
According to Lemma 2.ii it suffices to show that
&Qkm EA, B(TXk)&>1&= (3.12)
for all m. Towards (3.12), conditions (i)(iii) yield that
&Qkm EA, B(TXk)&|( y*km , Qkm EA, B(TXk) ykm) |= |( y*km , EA, B(TXk) ykm) |
|( y*km , EA, B(T Ukm) ykm) |& :
l{m
|( y*km , EA, B(TUkl) ykm) |
1&
=
2
&= :
l{m
2&km&kl>1&=.
Above we decomposed Xk=m=1 Ukm (with SOT-convergence). This
estimate establishes (3.12) and thus completes the proof of Theorem 3. K
The following corollary emphasizes the case C=1, with its precise
analogue of the ApostolFialkow identity (1.1).
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Corollary 4. Let E be a Banach space with a 1-unconditional basis.
Then
&Ea, b : C(E )  C(E )&=&Ea, b&e=&Ea, b&w&EA, B : L(E )  L(E )&w
for all elementary operators EA, B on L(E ).
The above corollary applies for example to lp(1p<), c0 and l plr
with 1p<r<. We remind that the precise conditions for LARB #
W(L(l plr)) in terms of the operators A and B are already quite com-
plicated, see [28, 3.5].
Let E be an arbitrary Banach space. The generalized FongSourour
conjecture claims that there are no non-zero compact elementary operators
on the Calkin algebra C(E ). The algebraic argument of Magajna [21,
Cor. 2.ii and p. 202] yields that the above holds if the Calkin algebra C(E )
is simple (that is, C(E ) contains no nontrivial ideals). This is the case if
E=l p (1p<) or E=c0 . On the other hand, already C(L p) is non-
simple (see [25, 5.25.3]). Theorem 3 implies directly that the generalized
FongSourour conjecture holds for a class of Banach spaces containing all
the previously mentioned spaces.
Corollary 5. Suppose that E is a Banach space with an unconditional
basis and let Ea, b be an elementary operators on C(E ). Then Ea, b # W(C(E ))
if and only if Ea, b=0.
We further sharpen Theorem 3 and Corollary 4 in the case of l p by
establishing that there is equality throughout in Corollary 4 (clearly
equality may hold in general only on reflexive Banach spaces, cf. [28, 2.1]).
For this purpose we need a lemma. Recall that
LA # W(L(l p)) (respectively RA # W(L(l p))) (3.13)
if and only if A # K(l p), 1<p<; see [28, 3.2].
Lemma 6. Let 1<p< and assume that EA, B is an elementary operator
on L(l p) with &EA, B&w=1. Then for any =>0 and n # N there is an integer
m>n and a finite rank operator T # L(l p) such that P]n, m] TP]n, m]=T,
&T&1 and &EA, B(T )&1&=.
Proof. The decomposition
EA, B&EA, BLQn RQn&EA, B(RPn+LPn&LPn RPn)
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together with (3.13) shows that &EA, BLQnRQn &w=1. A fortiori, &EA, BLQnRQn &
1, and there is T2 # SL(lp) with
&(EA, BLQn RQn)(T2)&=&EA, B(Qn T2Qn)&1&=2.
Set T1=QnT2Qn so that &EA, B(T1)&1&=2. We obtain that
lim inf
m  
&EA, B(PmT1 Pm)&&EA, B(T1)&1&=2,
since EA, B(Pm T1Pm)  EA, B(T1) in the strong operator topology by
Lemma 1.
We get that &EA, B(T)&1&= and &T&1 with T=PmT1Pm , one m is
large enough. Clearly T fulfills the requirements of the lemma. K
Theorem 7. Let 1<p<. Then
&EA, B&w=&Ea, b&=&Ea, b&e=&Ea, b&w ,
where EA, B is an arbitrary elementary operator on L(l p) with the associated
elementary operator Ea, b # L(C(l p)).
Proof. According to Corollary 4 there remains to show that
&Ea, b&&EA, B&w . (3.14)
Normalize &EA, B&w=1 and let =>0 be arbitrary. We shall construct by
induction sequences (mk) and (nk) of integers, finite rank operators (Rk)/
L(l p) and elements ( yk)/Blp with the following properties:
(i) m1<n1<m2<n2< } } } ;
(ii) P]mk , nk] Rk P]mk , nk]=Rk for all k # N;
(iii) &Rk &1 for all k # N;
(iv) &EA, B(Rk) yk&1&=2 for all k # N;
(v) &EA, B(Rk) y l&=2&l&k for all k, l # N and l{k;
(vi) yk w
w
0 as k  .
Lemma 6 easily implies that the induction gets started. Assume that the
desired integers mk , nk , operators Rk and vectors yk have already been
found for 1kr. We first choose mr+1>nr large enough so that
sup
1lr
:
n
s=1
&Qmr+1 Bs yl&
=2&2r&1
1+max1sn &As&
(3.15)
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as well as
sup
1kr
&EA, B(Rk) Qmr+1 &=2
&2r&1. (3.16)
This is possible, since first of all limu   Qu Bsyl=0 for all l=1, ..., r and
s=1, ..., n. Moreover, Lemma 2.ii yields that
&EA, B(Rk) Qu &=&Qu*(EA, B(Rk))*&  0
as u  , since the operators Rk have finite rank, k=1,..., r.
In order to continue, note that RPmr+1 EA, B # W(L(l
p)) according to
(3.13) and hence that &RQmr+1 EA, B&w=1. We apply Lemma 6 to the
elementary operator RQmr+1 EA, B in order to find an operator Rr+1 # L(l
p)
and an integer nr+1>mr+1 such that &Rr+1&1 and P]mr+1, nr+1] Rr+1
P]mr+1, nr+1]=Rr+1 as well as
&EA, B(Rr+1) Qmr+1 &1&=4. (3.17)
Conditions (i)(iii) are thus satisfied for k=r+1. Inequality (3.17) further
provides u # Sl p such that
&EA, B(Rr+1) Qmr+1u&1&=2. (3.18)
Set yr+1=Qmr+1 u so that (3.18) yields condition (iv) for k=r+1.
Observe towards condition (v) that (3.16) gives
&EA, B(Rk) yr+1&=&EA, B(Rk) Qmr+1 u&=2
&2r&1
for k=1, ..., r. In turn, properties (ii) and (3.15) imply that
&EA, B(Rr+1) yl&=&EA, B(Rr+1Qmr+1) y l &
 :
n
s=1
&As& &Rr+1& &Qmr+1 Bsyl &=2
&2r&1
for l=1, ..., r. Hence condition (v) holds for k=r+1 and the induction
step is complete. In addition, (vi) holds by construction since yr=Qmr yr for
all r.
Finally, consider the operator
R= :

k=1
Rk , (3.19)
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on l p, which is well-defined by SOT-convergence in view of conditions
(i)(iii). Clearly &R&e&R&1. The desired inequality (3.14) follows once
we establish that
&EA, B(R )&e1&=
as =>0 is arbitrary. Lemma 2.i reduces this to verifying that &EA, B(R) yk&
1&= for all k. In fact, for this combine (iv) and (v) in order to obtain
&EA, B(R ) yk&&EA, B(Rk) yk&
& :
l{k
&EA, B(R l) yk&1&(=2)& :
l{k
2&l&k1&=
This completes the proof of the theorem. K
Problems. (i) Determine the classes of Banach spaces for which
inequality (3.1) or (3.2) holds (with a uniform constant). We remark that
the argument of Theorem 3 extends with minor modifications to the case
where the Banach space E has an unconditional finite dimensional
Schauder decomposition (see [20, 1.g] for this notion). This applies to the
Schatten trace classes Cp with 1<p< (see [18, 2.3 and p. 66]), for
example.
(ii) Is Theorem 7 valid for a larger class of reflexive Banach spaces?
Our argument breaks down already for simple spaces with a 1-uncondi-
tional basis such as E=l p lr (1<p<r<), since in this case the sum
in (3.19) need not converge in the strong operator topology. On the other
hand, it is still possible to establish (3.14) for l plr with a suitable
constant (here one uses in addition [28, 3.5]).
(iii) Determine to which extent the generalized FongSourour conjec-
ture holds. Are there counterexamples (an infinite-dimensional Banach space
with finite-dimensional Calkin algebra would automatically yield one)?
Suppose next that E is a reflexive Banach space having the approximation
property AP. It follows from [28, 2.3 and 2.4] applied to EA, B=nj=1 LAj RBj ,
instead of a basic multiplication operator LSRT , that
EA, B # W(L(E )) if and only if Ea, b=0 (3.20)
(cf. also [27, Prop. 5]). This may be viewed as a qualitative counterpart of
one part of Corollary 4.
In the next theorem we slightly improve the conditions under which either
of the implications in (3.20) holds. The improvement in part (i) consists in
dropping the RadonNikodym condition on E, in part (ii) (essentially due
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to Racher [26]) we get the conclusion without any approximation proper-
ties on E. Recall that the Banach space E has the bounded compact
approximation property (abbreviated BCAP) if there is a bounded net (R:)
in K(E ) so that R: x  x in norm for all x # E.
Theorem 8. Let E be a Banach space and EA, B an arbitrary elementary
operator on L(E ).
(i) Assume that E has the BCAP. Then EA, B # W(L(E )) implies that
Ea, b=0.
(ii) Assume that E is reflexive. Then Ea, b=0 implies that EA, B #
W(L(E )).
Proof. (i) If Ea, b {0 then there is S # L(E ) so that EA, B(S )  K(E ). It
suffices to show that the restriction (EA, B) |K(E ) is not weakly compact, since
EA, BK(E )/K(E ) and K(E ) is a closed subspace of L(E ).
Suppose to the contrary that (EA, B) |K(E ) is a weakly compact operator
on K(E ). Since E has the BCAP there is a bounded net (R:) of compact
operators so that R:  I in the SOT with :. Deduce that SR:  S in the
SOT with :. According to the weak compactness of (EA, B) |K(E ) we may
extract a subnet (R:$) of (R:) so that EA, B(SR:$)  T # K(E ) with :$ in the
weak topology of K(E ). This is impossible because EA, B(SR:) converges to
EA, B(S )  K(E ) in the strong operator topology. The contradiction estab-
lishes our claim.
(ii) Since E is reflexive our claim follows from the argument of the
Main Lemma of [26], which clearly applies to elementary operators instead
of a single multiplication operator LS RT . K
Problems. Does part (i) of Theorem 8 hold for arbitrary Banach spaces
(without the BCAP)? Is there even equivalence in part (ii) of Theorem 8
(assuming that E is reflexive, since otherwise the answer is trivially
negative, see [28, 2.1])?
4. QUOTIENT NORMS OF GENERALIZED DERIVATIONS
ON L(l2)
The previous section provides additional motivation for the problem of
determining norms of arbitrary elementary operators in terms of invariants
of the fixed n-tuples. Stampfli’s elegant formula [32, Theorem 8] states that
&DA, B : L(l2)  L(l2)&= inf
* # C
[&A&*I&+&B&*I&] (4.1)
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for any A, B # L(l2), where DA, B(S )=AS&SB. Fong [11, 3.3] established
that
&da : C(l2)  C(l2)&=2 inf
* # C
&A&*I&e (4.2)
for the inner derivation da : s [ as&sa on C(l2). The first-named author
[27, Theorem 12] computed by different methods that
&DA : L(l2)  L(l2)&w=2 inf
* # C
&A&*I&e (4.3)
for any A # L(l2) (note that Theorem 7 explains the coincidence of the right-
hand sides in (4.2) and (4.3)). The weak essential norm &LA RB : L(l p) 
L(l p)&w , was determined in [29, Theorem 2] when 1<p<.
The main result of this section (Theorem 10) extends (4.2) and (4.3) to
generalized derivations DA, B in the l2-case. Our approach is modelled on
the alternative proof due to Stampfli [32, p. 745] of (4.1), that involves
Kakutani’s fixed point theorem for set-valued maps, and which is quite dif-
ferent from [11] and [27]. We later verify by examples in Section 5 that
the extended identities fail to hold for generalized derivations on L(l p)
when p{2.
Let A # L(l2), where l2 is considered as a complex Banach space. Fong
[11] defined the essential maximal numerical range of A by
W (e)(A )=[* # C : there is an orthonormal sequence (xn) of l2 such that
&Axn&  &A&e and (Axn , xn)  * as n  ].
It is technically convenient to introduce the normalized essential maximal
numerical range of a non-compact operator A # L(l2) by
W (e)N (A)=&A&
&1
e W
(e)(A). (4.4)
Lemma 9. Suppose that A # L(l2) is such that A+*I  K(l2) for any
* # C. Then W (e)N (A+*I ) is a non-empty, convex and compact subset of C
for all * and the set-valued map * [ W (e)N (A+*I ) is upper semi-continuous
(in terms of the Hausdorff metric for compact sets).
Proof. Fong [11, 2.2 and 2.4] proved that the essential maximal
numerical range W (e)( } ) has these properties. Hence the mapping * [
W (e)N (A+*I ) is upper semi-continuous, since &A+*I&e is obviously a
continuous function of *. K
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Theorem 10. Let A, B # L(l2). Then
&DA, B : L(l2)  L(l2)&w=&da, b : C(l2)  C(l2)&
=inf
*
[&A&*I&e+&B&*I&e]. (4.5)
Proof. It suffices to establish that
&DA, B&w=inf
*
[&A&*I&e+&B&*I&e]
in view of Theorem 7. Suppose first that K0 , K1 # K(l2) and * # C are
arbitrary. Then
&DA, B&w&DA, B&LK0+RK1 &=&DA&*I&K0 , B&*I&K1 &
&A&*I&K0&+&B&*I&K1 &,
since LK0&RK1 # W(L(l
2)) by (3.13). Consequently
&DA, B&winf
*
[&A&*I&e+&B&*I&e].
The rest of the argument consists of the verification of the converse
inequality. We may assume without loss of generality that A+*I  K(l2)
and B+*I  K(l2) for all * # C. Indeed, if for example A=*I+K for * # C
and K # K(l2), then DA, B=R*I&B+LK and &DA, B &w=&R*I&B&w=
&*I&B&e in view of LK # W(L(l2)) and [29, Theorem 2].
Suppose that V # W(L(l2)) is arbitrary. We will estimate &DA, B&V&
from below on a sequence of disjointly supported finite-rank operators that
we select next. For that purpose we first claim that there is * # C so that
W (e)N (A+*I ) & W
(e)
N (&(B+*I )){<. (4.6)
The argument is quite similar to that of [32, p. 745], but we include it for
convenience. Set D=[* # C : |*|<1] and let , : D  C be the surjective map
,(rei%)=r(1&r)&1 ei%. Define F(*)=[W (e)N (A+*I )&W
(e)
N (&(B+*I ))]2
for * # C and
(*)={F(,(*))*
if * # D,
if |*|=1.
According to Lemma 9 the set-valued map  : D  2D is upper semi-
continuous on D and (*) is non-empty, closed and convex for all *. Note
that  is also upper semi-continuous on the boundary D, since clearly
W (e)N (A+r(1&r)
&1 e i%I )  ei% uniformly in % as r  1&. A version of the
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Kakutani fixed point theorem for set-valued maps (see [16] and [32,
p. 745]) provides * # D so that 0 # (*), which yields (4.6) by the definition
of .
We further assume by translation that *=0, since DA+*I, B+*I=DA, B .
Fix + # W (e)N (A ) & W
(e)
N (&B ). According to definition (4.4) there are ortho-
normal sequences (xn), ( yn) of l2 with the properties that
lim
n  
&Axn&=&A&e , lim
n  
&Byn&=&B&e (4.7)
and
+= lim
n  
(&A&&1e Axn , xn)=& lim
n  
(&B&&1e Byn , yn). (4.8)
By (4.7) and (4.8) we may choose a norm null-sequence (w j) in l2 such
that the operators Vj ( j # N) defined by
Vj yj=xj , VjByj=&
&B&e
&A&e
Axj+wj (4.9)
are isometries from [ yj , Byj] to [xj , (&B&e &A&e) Axj&wj]. Note that if
[ yj , Byj] is 1-dimensional we still choose wj so that (4.9) remains valid,
but now so that Vj becomes 1-dimensional. We extend Vj to all of l2 by
defining Vjy=0 for y # [ yj , Byj]=. Thus each Vj is at most 2-dimensional
and &Vj &=1.
To continue, we will choose by induction increasing sequences (mk) and
(rk) of natural numbers so that, by denoting V rk=P]mk , mk+1] Vrk P]mk , mk+1] ,
one has
&V rk yrk&Vrk yrk &1k and &V rk Byrk&Vrk Byrk &1k (4.10)
for all k. Here (Pk) are the basis projections with respect to the natural
coordinate basis of l2 and P]mk , mk+1]=Pmk+1&Pmk .
Suppose towards (4.11) that we have found 1=m1< } } } <mk<mk+1
and r1< } } } <rk with the desired properties (the choices of m2>1 and r1
will be analogous). We first show that it is possible to choose rk+1>rk so
that
&Qmk+1 Vrk+1 Qmk+1 zrk+1&Vrk+1 zrk+1 &<12k (4.11)
holds when zrk+1 is either yrk+1 or Byrk+1 for all k # N. In fact, consider the
decomposition
Qmk+1 VsQmk+1 ys&Vsys=&Pmk+1 Vsys+[(Pmk+1&1) Vs] Pmk+1 ys .
Here ( ys) and (Vsys)=(xs) are weak null-sequences. The compactness of
Pmk+1 ensures that the sequences (Pmk+1 ys)

s=1 and (Pmk+1 Vsys)

s=1 are
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norm null. This yields (4.11) as soon as s=rk+1 is large enough in the case
(zs)=( ys). The argument is similar for zs=Bys , since the sequences (Bys)
and (VsBys)=(&&B&e&A&eAxs+ws) are weak null. Hence we obtain
(4.11) in both cases once rk+1>rk is large enough.
Since Vrk+1 is a fixed finite dimensional operator, an application of
Lemmas 1 and 2(ii) easily implies that the sequence (P]mk , j] Vrk+1P]mk , j])
tends to Qmk Vrk+1Qmk in the operator norm as j  . Hence, by choosing
the index mk+2>mk+1 sufficiently large, we get (4.10) from (4.11). This
completes the induction step.
Note next that by combining (4.10), (4.7) and the fact that (ws) is a
norm null-sequence, we obtain that
lim inf
j  
&DA, B(V rj)&lim infj  
&AVrj yrj&Vrj Byrj &&lim supj  
(1+&A&)j
lim inf
j   "Axrj+
&B&e
&A&e
Axrj"&lim supj   &wrj &
&A&e+&B&e . (4.12)
The subspace M=[j=1 *jV rj : (*j) # c0] of L(l
2) is isomorphic to c0 ,
since (V rj) is a block-diagonal sequence of operators, that contains at most
finitely many zero elements according to (4.12). Obviously &V rj &1 for all
j, so that (4.12) implies the estimate
&DA, B&V&lim sup
j  
(1&V rj &) &DA, B(V rj)&V(V rj)&
lim sup
j  
&DA, B(V rj)&&A&e+&B&e .
Above we applied the DunfordPettis property of M to the weakly com-
pact restriction V|M and the weak null-sequence (V rj), and concluded that
&V(V rj)&  0 as j  . This completes the proof of Theorem 10. K
Remark. Identity (4.5) remains valid for the real Hilbert space l2, as
Lemma 9 is seen to hold also in the case of real scalars.
5. COUNTEREXAMPLES
This section studies the range of validity of the identity (4.5). It is known
that if E is a uniformly convex Banach space such that (4.1) holds for all
inner derivations DA on L(E ), then E is isometric to a Hilbert space [19,
2.12]. Our first example demonstrates that (4.5) does not extend to the
inner derivations on L(l p) when 1<p<, p{2. We use for this purpose
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an infinite dimensional version of the one-dimensional operators considered
by Johnson [15]. Our example is formulated for complex scalars, but the
argument is similar in the real case. We commence by recalling and
strengthening some details of Johnson’s construction.
Lemma 11. Let 1<p<, p{2. There are x, y # l p and f # l p$
(1p+1p$=1) so that
(i) &x&=1=&y& and & f &=1,
(ii) &y+*x&1 for all * # C,
(iii) there is *0 # C such that &x+*0y&<1,
(v) f (x)=1, and there are q2 and a constant c>0 such that for all
sufficiently small =>0 one has that z # Slp and Re f (z)>1&2c=q implies
&x&z&<=.
Proof. The 2-dimensional geometric construction in l p from [15, p. 466]
yields normalized elements x, y # l p and f # l p$ satisfying conditions (i)(iii)
as well as f (x)=1. The uniform estimate in (iv), somewhat stronger than
the corresponding one from [15], is conveniently verified using the
modulus of uniform convexity of l p:
$p(=)=inf {1&"x+ y2 " : x, y # l p, &x&=1=&y&, &x& y&==
for 0<=<2. There is an exponent q=q( p) # [2, ) so that $p(=)c=q with
some constant c>0 for all small enough =>0 (see [14, p. 244]).
Suppose that z # Slp , z{x, and set ==&x&z&. Thus 1&&x+z&2
$p(=), where &x+z&| f (x+z)|1+Re f (z). A combination of the
preceding estimates yields that
1
2 (1&Re f (z))$p(=)c &x&z&
q
for all z # Slp such that ==&x&z& is small enough. This implies the claim.
K
In the following l p is identified isometrically with the infinite sum
(N l
p)lp in some fixed (but unspecified) manner. Define T # L((N l p)lp)
by
T((xk))=( f (xk) y),
so that T is a countable diagonal copy of the one-dimensional operator
fy employed by Johnson. Here y # l p and f # l p$ are as in Lemma 11.
The following technical lemma allows us to handle &DT&.
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Lemma 12. Suppose that x # l p is as in Lemma 11 and M=[(ak x) #
(N l
p)lp : (ak) # l p]. If (zk)/B(Nlp)l p is such that &Tzk&  1 as k  ,
then there is a sequence (wk)/M satisfying &wk&=1 for all k and
&zk&wk&  0 as k  .
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there is a sequence of (normalized)
elements (zk) of (N l p)l p and a constant b>0 such that dist(zk , M )b
for all k, while &T zk&  1 as k  . According to condition (iv) of Lemma
11 we may fix =>0 small enough so that (with c and q as in the lemma)
u # Bl p , Re f (u)>(1&2c=q)1p implies "x& u&u&"<= (5.1)
and = p+2 p+1c=q<min[b p, 1]. By assumption there is a normalized
sequence z=(uj) # (N l p)lp satisfying
&Tz& p= :

j=1
| f (uj)| p>1&(2c=q)3 and d(z, M )b. (5.2)
Clearly (5.2) remains valid if z is replaced by (ei%j u j) where %j # R ( j # N).
Hence we may assume that f (uj)0 for all j.
Denote I1=[i # N : &x&ui&ui& &= or ui=0] and I2=N"I1 . We claim
that
:
i # I1
&ui& p2c=q. (5.3)
Indeed, observe that (5.2) yields &z&(&uj & x)& p=j=1 &uj&&uj &x&
pb p,
so that i # I1 &ui&
p<2c=q would in fact imply (with obvious modifications
in case ui=0) that
b p :
i # I1
&ui & p "x& ui&u i&"
p
+ :
i # I2
&ui& p "x& ui&ui &"
p
2 p :
i # I1
&ui & p+= p :
i # I2
&ui& p<2 p+1c=q+= p.
This is impossible in view of the choice of =.
By (5.1) we have that | f (ui &ui&)| p= f (u i &ui&) p1&2c=q for all i # I1 .
We obtain from (5.3) (with obvious changes for indices i with ui=0)
that
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&Tz& p= :

i=1
| f (ui)| p= :
i # I1
&ui & p f \ ui&u i&+
p
+ :
i # I2
&ui& p f \ ui&ui&+
p
(1&2c=q) :
i # I1
&ui& p+ :
i # I2
&ui& p=1&2c=q :
i # I1
&ui& p1&(2c=q)2,
since i=1 &ui& p=&z& p=1. This contradicts the first condition in (5.2). K
We proceed to verify that (4.5) fails on L(l p) for the inner derivation DT .
Proposition 13. Suppose 1<p<, p{2, and let T be the preceding
operator. Then
0<&dt : C(l p)  C(l p)&=&DT &w&DT&<2 inf
*
&T&*I&e=2 inf
*
&T&*I&.
(5.4)
Proof. Recall that we identify l p and (N l p)l p isometrically with
each other. We first verify that
inf
*
&T&*I&e=inf
*
&T&*I&=1. (5.5)
In fact, suppose that * # C is arbitrary and set yk=(0, ..., 0, x, 0, ...) for
k # N, with x in the kth place. Thus ( yk) is a weak null-sequence. Deduce
from Lemma 2.i together with conditions (ii) and (iv) that
&T&*I&elim sup
k  
&(T&*I ) yk&=&y&*x&1.
This yields (5.5) since &T&=1.
In view of Theorem 7 there remains to prove that &DT&<2. The basic
idea of the argument is analogous to that of [15], but the l p-sum intro-
duces technical complications. Suppose to the contrary that &DT&=2.
Hence there are normalized sequences (Uk)/L((N l p)lp) and (xk)/
(N l
p)lp so that
&TUkxk&UkTxk&  2 (5.6)
as k  . We obtain that &TUk xk&  1, &UkTxk&  1 and &Txk &  1 as
k  . Lemma 12 provides normalized l p-scalar sequences (ak, j) j # N and
(bk, j) j # N for all k # N so that
lim
k  
&xk&(ak, jx) j # N&=0= lim
k  
&Uk xk&(bk, jx) j # N&.
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In the rest of the proof the notation ‘‘ak rbk" indicates that &ak&bk&(N lp)l p
 0 as k   for sequences (ak)k # N , (bk)k # N /(  N l p)lp . The definition
of T yields that Txk r(ak, jy) j # N . The uniform convexity of l p together
with (5.6) and the normalization of (Uk) imply that TUk xk r &UkTxk so
that
Uk(ak, j y) j # N rUkTxk r&TUk xk r &T(bk, jx) j # N=&(bk, jy) j # N . (5.7)
In addition, Uk(ak, jx) j # N rUkxk r(bk, jx) j # N . Property (iii) of Lemma 11
gives a scalar *0 so that &x+*0 y&<1. We thus obtain that
Uk(ak, j (x+*0 y)) j # N r(bk, j (x&*0y)) j # N . (5.8)
Here &ak, j (x+*0y)) j # N&=&x+*0y&<1, while
1=&(bk, jx) j # N& 12 &(bk, j (x+*0y)) j # N &+ 12 &(bk, j (x&*0 y)) j # N &
together with &(bk, j (x+*0 y)) j # N &=&x+*0 y&<1 yield that &(bk, j (x&
*0 y)) j # N&=&x&*0 y&>1 for all k. However, for large enough k condition
(5.8) contradicts the fact that &Uk&=1. This establishes our claim. K
We say that an ideal J/L(E ) is a Banach ideal of L(E ), if J is equipped
with a complete norm | } | so that (i) |x$y|=&x$& &y& for all x$ # E*,
y # E, (ii) |USV |&U& &V& |S| for all U, V # L(E ), S # J. Any elementary
operator EA, B induces a bounded operator J  J in the obvious manner.
Fialkow [9] studied the norm of inner derivations restricted to Banach
ideals of L(l2) and he exhibited operators A # L(l2) such that &DA : C2  C2&
<2 inf* &A&*I&, see [9, 4.14]. Hence (4.1) does not always hold for such
restrictions. Above
C2={A # K(l2) : &A&C2=\ :

i=1
si (A )2+
12
<= ,
where the singular numbers si (A )=*i ( |A| ) for i # N, and (*i ( |A| )) denotes
the sequence of eigenvalues of the compact operator |A|=(A*A)12 taken
in decreasing order and counting multiplicities.
Let J be a non-reflexive Banach ideal of L(l2). It is easily seen from [27,
Thm. 3] applied to the inner derivations, that DA # W(J ) if and only if
A=*I+K for some scalar * and K # K(l2). Our final example demonstrates
that (4.5) fails to extend to restrictions on Banach ideals of L(l2). The ideal
required for this purpose is constructed by real interpolation we refer to
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[3] for background concerning interpolation theory. Let (E0 , E1) be a
Banach couple and set
K(a, t)=inf [&a0&E0+t&a1&E1 : a=a0+a1 , a0 # E0 , a1 # E1]
for a # E0+E1 and t>0.
Define A # L(l2) by Ae2n=e2n&1 , Ae2n&1=0 for all n # N.
Proposition 14. There is a non-reflexive Banach ideal J of L(l2) so that
0<&DA : J  J&w<2 inf
*
&A&*I&e . (5.9)
Proof. It is convenient to denote C=K(l2). Suppose that 0<%<1
and consider the real interpolation space
J=(C2 , C)%, =[S # C : &S&%, =sup
t>0
t&%K(S, t)<].
It is a standard fact from interpolation theory that J is a Banach space
equipped with the norm & }&%,  . Triebel proved (unpublished) that
(C2 , C)%,  identifies up to isomorphism with the weak Schatten class
Cp, =[S # C : supn n&1+1p nj=1 sj (S )<], where p>2 satisfies 1p
=(1&%)2 (see [17, Theorem 1] for the proof of a general result containing
this). The space Cp,  is not reflexive since the diagonal [en en : n # N] spans
the non-reflexive sequence space [(xn) # c0 : supn n&1+1p nj=1 xj*<].
Above (xj*) stands for the non-increasing positive rearrangement of (x j).
Next, if T is a one-dimensional operator on l2 then &T&C2=&T&C . It
is easily verified using this fact that K(T, t)=min[1, t] &T& for t>0, and
this implies that (J, & }&%, ) satisfies condition (i) of a Banach ideal. The
ideal property and condition (ii) required of a Banach ideal follow from the
(exact) interpolation property applied to the operators LU and RV .
We verify that inf* &A&*I&e=inf* &A&*I&=1. Indeed, &A&=1 and
&A&*I&elim supn   &Ae2n&*e2n&=1+|*|2 by Lemma 2.i for any
scalar *. Hence it suffices to establish towards (5.9) that &DA : J  J&<2.
A direct computation (see [9, p. 414]) gives that &DA : C2  C2 & - 2,
while &DA : C  C &=2 according to (4.1). Now the interpolation
property yields that
&DA : J  J&&DA : C2  C2&1&% &DA : C  C&%2%+(12)(1&%)=21&1p.
This completes the argument. K
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